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T
he music of Einojuhani Rautavaara has 

properties thanks to which he will remain 

a classic in Finnish music. As a composition 

teacher earlier in his career, he seemed to be 

exactly the right kind of teacher for most of his students, 

giving space for their own personalities to develop and 

encouraging them to fi nd their own unique path.

Perhaps the most important things I gained from 

him as a composition student and later as a colleague 

were two general points that I have sought to keep as a 

guideline in my life. Shortly after completing my studies, 

I wrote a letter to Einojuhani where I discussed, among 

other things, what would happen if I should experience 

a crisis of composition and no longer knew what kind of 

music to write. He responded that if you are afraid of a 

crisis, it means that you are not fully committed to what 

you are writing. Th at is a crisis you must meet boldly. A 

crisis forces you to rethink all things, and in the best case 

it can revitalise and cleanse your mind.

Th e other thing I learned from him was a saying he 

had learned from his aunt, who was his foster mother: 

“Det är bäst som sker.” Th is Swedish proverb translates 

approximately as “Whatever happens is for the best”. 

Sometimes bad and tragic things happen in life, but we 

should be able to learn from all of them. If you can do 

that, you will have grown as a human being. In other 

words, we should try to turn losses, diffi  culties and even 

tragedies into mental victories.

Einojuhani’s teaching was also teaching about how to 

grow up into a human being.

He himself drifted into diffi  cult personal confl icts in 

his life, enduring them for a long time before fi nally fol-

lowing his own advice, making the crucial decision and 

a clean break with the past, leaving everything behind 

and beginning a life with his new wife, Sini. Th en he 

was fi nally free to live his life without lies and roles, to 

be honest with himself and to write music that also was 

more honest.

Very often a person dies when it is their time to die, 

when they have given of themselves everything they can 

and have no more to give. Th is happened with Einoju-

hani too. When we met for the last time last December, 

he admitted to me that he had completed his musical 

universe, the domain of music and motifs that he had 

put into his works.

He had fi nished his work and would have been well 

justifi ed to observe in his fi nal moments, quoting from 

the St John Passion of J.S. Bach: “Es ist vollbracht” – “It is 

fulfi lled.” I have done everything I can, and I can do no 

more. I can only hope that all of us can say the same at 

the end of our lives.

Einojuhani’s death leaves us with a profound long-

ing. But he will survive in our memories; I am sure that 

everyone who ever met him will cherish those encoun-

ters. And of course he will live on for future generations 

in his music, in the wonderful musical universe that he 

created.

We can only be grateful that he lived and feel privi-

leged for having known him.

Kalevi Aho

You have made it your mission to promote the 

music by Allan Pettersson (1911-1980) to the 

world at large. Why?

Because in my opinion he is one of Scandinavia’s 

foremost symphonists. Not even in Sweden do 

we get the opportunity to experience his fantas-

tic music to the extent that it deserves. All of his 

17 symphonies are masterpieces on the same lev-

el as those by Beethoven and Mahler.

You often compare Pettersson with Mahler. 

What do they have in common?

Pettersson and Mahler are actually quite diff erent, 

but they had similar fates. In 1911, when Mahler 

died, he was known mostly as a conductor, and 

people called his music over-orchestrated ‘Kapell-

meistermusik’. In the same way, one speaks even 

today of Pettersson’s symphonies as being diffi  cult 

and heavy works. Mahler needed an ambassador 

like Bernstein to help the public to understand 

Mahler, and in the end he succeeded. To my 

mind, Pettersson should be played just as often in 

Scandinavia as Sibelius and Nielsen. 

You just got back from a Nordic/Baltic tour 

with the Arctic Philharmonic performing Sym-

phony No. 7 .  What is it that has made this 

symphony so well-loved?

It is the fact that people have had the opportuni-

ty to hear the symphony a number of times, and 

the music has also been used in TV-fi lms and as 

ballet music. But as I said before, all his sympho-

nies have equally good qualities. 

Which other symphonies would you like to 

single out as worthy of note? And have you 

found a new favourite?

What is remarkable is that every time I study the 

score of a Pettersson symphony I become entirely 

enchanted. But nonetheless I would probably pick 

No. 15   as my special favourite, closely fol-

lowed by Nos. 13 , 14, 8, 7, 6 and 4. I should, 

however, point out that I am still not quite ready 

Christian Lindberg and 
the Allan Petterson Project

In 2011 BIS and the Norrköping Symphony Orchestra initiated 

the Allan Pettersson Project, the purpose of which is to record and 

issue all of Pettersson’s symphonies on CD. Th e recordings have 

been combined with live performances of one or two symphonies each 

year, concerts which have enticed Pettersson enthusiasts from all 

over the world to come to Norrköping. Th e promoter of the project 

is conductor and trombonist Christian Lindberg, who here tells his 

views about Pettersson’s music.

with my preparations of Nos. 5 and 12. Perhaps 

these two will become new favourites.

What has it been like to do in-depth studies 

of Pettersson’s orchestral works? Have you dis-

covered new aspects of his music that you wer-

en’t aware of earlier?

A great many things!!!! Above all, he is perhaps 

the most skilful in all of history when it comes to 

orchestration. No one knows my instrument, the 

trombone, as well as he does; his trombone parts 

are all masterpieces. Furthermore, his scores are 

full of fantastic compositional details. Motifs are 

used in ingenious ways. Deciphering a Petters-

son score is similar to getting immersed in and 

trying to understand a game of chess between 

Kasparov and Spassky, and when you fi nally 

discover how everything fi ts together you are 

completely overwhelmed. At the same time, it is 

the music’s humanity and fervour that grips you 

most. Almost every time I hear one of his sym-

phonies I am moved to tears.

And how have the musicians in the Norrköping 

Symphony Orchestra felt about rehearsing 

one or two Pettersson symphonies per year?

Many have loved the project, but there was also 

some opposition in the beginning, above all 

when we recorded the diffi  cult Symphony No. 9. 

But later when we received the Grammy Award 

for that very recording, those negative feelings 

just disappeared. Now the whole orchestra is 

on board and the Norrköping audiences rally in 

support and almost always give us standing ova-

tions. It is an absolutely fantastic orchestra that 

gives its utmost at concerts as well as in record-

ings. I am really happy about that!

Now you are almost at the fi nishing line with 

the project. Only Symphony No. 5 and the 

mighty Symphony No. 12 – “Th e Dead in the 

Market Place” for choir and orchestra – are 

left. BIS is issuing a box in 2018 comprising 

Pettersson’s complete symphonies. And then 

you will tour Europe with the Seventh Sym-

phony as the featured work on the programme. 

Is it decided which cities will be included in the 

tour?

It is still too early for me to disclose, but I can 

in any case say that Vienna is defi nite, and we 

promise that the fantastic and knowledgeable 

audience there will get an experience they will 

never forget!

You have conducted Pettersson’s music with 

many orchestras around the world. How is it 

received?

In nearly all the places where I have conducted 

Pettersson, including the Scandinavian and Bal-

tic Countries, Germany, the UK, Belgium, Ro-

mania, Taiwan (the list is long), his music has 

been received in a tremendously positive way 

with rave reviews and standing ovations.

What would your main message be to orches-

tras and conductors who are thinking about 

taking up Allan Pettersson’s music in the rep-

ertoire?

To the conductor: Learn the symphonies from 

memory! Th e themes, the melodies, the motifs, 

the structure must be in your body to be able to 

convey the intricate details to your audience. To 

orchestras: Just go for it! But see to it that the 

musicians get their parts in good time before the 

fi rst rehearsal and give the conductor ample time 

to rehearse.

Finally, why should people listen to Petters-

son’s music?

Because Pettersson, like August Strindberg or 

Ingmar Bergman tells the story of life in a truth-

ful way.

Kristina Fryklöf 
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In his eulogy for Einojuhani Rautavaara, Kalevi Aho described the indelible impression Rau-

tavaara made as a composition teacher, as a colleague and as a fount of wisdom. Aho met the 

maestro for the last time a year ago. Rautavaara was physically fragile, but his mind was as sharp 

as ever, and his eyes retained the familiar keenly exploring and at times mischievous gaze. At 

that fi nal meeting he remarked that he had already discovered in the sounds of his inner world 

all the musical material that he wanted to use and that he had completed his musical universe. 

Einojuhani Rautavaara 
in memoriam

Kalevi Aho lists four reasons why 

he believes Rautavaara’s works 

will remain in the core repertoire:

• His works are always highly origi-

nal, never sounding like typical con-

temporary music.

• They are not technically over-de-

manding and can be performed

within the confi nes of a normal re-

hearsal schedule.

• His output is huge and includes

works in all genres and for many dif-

ferent kinds of ensembles. His exten-

sive output of choral and vocal music 

is particularly noteworthy.

• Included is a handful of major hits:

Cantus arcticus  for birds and

orchestra, the Seventh Symphony 

(Angel of Light) , several choral

works, some piano cycles and so

on, and these serve as gateways to a 

wider exploration of his music.

Two opera premieres in 2016:

• The Mine (Kaivos) was in the reper-

toire of the Hungarian State Opera

in Budapest in October-November.

This was the fi rst stage performance

of the work originally composed in

1957-58 (See: reviews).

• The Gift of the Magi (Tietäjien lah-

ja)  received its European stage

premiere at the Sibelius Academy in

November (See: news). 
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